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The Adelaide  
Marble difference

With over 39 years experience and knowledge Adelaide 

Marble Specialists are still committed to exceeding our 

customers' expectations through continuous improvement 

and superior customer interaction. We utilise quality 

materials, work practices and employee involvement to 

manufacture and deliver first-rate solid surface products 

on time and at a competitive price. Our dedicated and 

experienced people are the key to our success.

The companies directors travel extensively to source the best 

materials, the latest colours, trends, manufacturing techniques and 

machinery to make certain we produce our materials to the highest 

standard. We continually search the world to keep our tile, paver 

and engineered floorboard range the envy of our competition. 

Countries we import from include: Brazil, Belgium, Cambodia, China, 

Greece, India, Indonesia, Iran, Italy, Malaysia, South Korea, Spain, 

Portugal, Turkey, Taiwan and Vietnam.

Our Products

Copyright © Free Vector Maps.com

Quality Service

Welcome to the inaugural Adelaide Marble Creative Concepts- A ‘Collection’ Magazine designed to 

provide you with inspiration and knowledge of all the products available to you for your individual 

project.

Adelaide Marble Specialists ('AMS') is a distinct brand that offers a service like no-other; a custom experience 

that extends from brief to completed project incorporating a large range of products from stone, porcelain tiles, 

porcelain sheets and timber flooring that can be custom crafted to your specifications.

In exploring and adding to the manufacturing and customisation services of Adelaide Marble, the introduction 

of AMS Surfaces follows the core performance of Adelaide Marble –creating a field of knowledge in a ‘collection’ 

that is tailored for the AMS client.

The AMS Surfaces collection unfolds and hones in on the delicate nature of the surface; Porcelain Sheets, 

Tiles and Pavers; Natural Stone Pavers; Marble Tiles; Mosaics; Timber Engineered Flooring and Wall Cladding. A 

deliberate and concentrated range for all projects that combined with the customisation services of Adelaide 

Marble, offer a distinct and personalised service like no other.

The AMS portfolio is diverse; from private to public spaces, the Adelaide Marble manufacturers and customisation 

will leave a definable mark, in all projects.

Creative Concepts, Quality Products and Specialised Service.

Experience AMS Surfaces & Adelaide Marble.

We look forward to meeting you.

With over 39 years of experience and commitment Adelaide Marble is 
at the forefront of design offering the latest trends and products from all 

over the world. 
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The key to evoking the feel of calm will be through colour- revival 

through rich, earthy tones- reds, blues, greens, oranges and browns- 

those that reflect the colours of our surrounding environments which we 

will bring into our spaces through paint, furnishings, art and benchtops.  

Layering these key tones with natural elements- plants, timber, 

wool (natural fibre) furnishings we can create textural layers that will 

encourage warm and welcoming spaces.

The play on soft curves, gold trims, plush furnishings, accent colour 

and a mix of modern, vintage and sustainable furniture will embrace a 

modern take of the Art Deco period, that has been transitioning through 

in commercial and hospitality venues, but we will now take this look into 

our homes. Our kitchens will have less overhead cupboards, streamlined 

appliances; separate butler’s kitchens for all our storage needs and wet 

areas will see colour, natural finishes and an emphasis on creating luxury 

spaces fusing the bedroom with the bathroom.

2019 is setting out to be all about the person, creating spaces that are 

warm and welcoming, that assist in creating relaxing environments 

using natural materials and simple lines intertwined with a perfect mix 

of colour.

Taking the Lead - 
TreNd TiPS fOr 2019/20

Terrazzo is a feature product – it has slowly 

re-emerged in the last year, but will come 

into focus now. Drawing on the natural blend 

of materials and the vintage twist of terrazzo 

used in modern applications- the new blend of 

colours and designs will bring a striking quality 

to your space.  

Take terrazzo to the walls and benchtops and 

look for terrazzo as table tops and in an eclectic 

mix of finishing’s and decorative finishes.

TerrAZZO

COLOUr
Colour is the highlight of any space- look to warm 

hues of blues, greens, red and browns-earthy tones 

that will create a feel of calm. Take colour into all 

spaces-including the bathroom. Bathrooms will 

pick up on the rich tones through fixtures (basins, 

painted walls) and highlighted with natural stone 

baths.  Highlight kitchen joinery with colour to 

create statement looks and pair this with the 

large range of natural stone and engineered stone 

benchtops that will create timeless looks that will 

create a signature statement piece reflective of you.

Look out for matt black in fixtures, joinery or 

benchtops to contrast with the rich earthy tones.

2019 is all about the shift to personal revitalisation, a return to nature and creating calm 
environments, an oasis of space that allows us to escape the constant feeling of being 
switched on.

Kitchen Design by Creative Home Renovations

Khaki Jam, Fibonacci Stone - Styling & AD by Bek Sheppard 
photography by Haydn Cattach

Flannel Flower

Poppin

Eventide
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MArBLe
Honed marble, another textural element that is so 

important to the natural feel being created in our spaces. 

Rich, warm tones, stunning patterns and a natural 

movement that cannot be replicated- marble is the 

essence of the space. Create distinctive and memorable 

features with marble benchtops, splashbacks, wall features 

and flooring. 

If you are really looking to discover texture, look to the 

new leather finishes-push the boundaries and create a 

dynamic space.

GrANiTe

Porcelain Tiles-Sheets and Benchtops- it is all about porcelain; 

streamlined lines and large formats create a flow of space that has 

never been seen before. Taking this modern look and teaming it 

with natural design elements will be the crucial key in blending 

trends to create lasting and memorable designs.  Porcelain is the 

product of infinite uses and with the large range of colours, textures, 

sizes and finishes available, porcelain forms the basis for any space.

Keep an eye out for porcelain joinery- doors and drawers formed 

with porcelain sheets-take design to the next level.

POrCeLAiN

Caribbean Marble

Calacutta D'Oro

Blue Fantasy Granite Bar - The Food Business at Chapel Hill Winery. Designed by Inarc Interior Design.

Venato Bianco 6mm Porcelain Sheets, Delight

Granite has been hiding in the background for a few 

years, sitting patiently for its revival, and with the 

demand of natural products, granite is receiving a warm 

welcome back.  Granite is the ultimate natural product- 

hard wearing, easy to clean and is great for outdoor use.

Granite comes in a myriad of colours and hues and the 

new blue and grey granites will soften spaces and offer a 

new and exciting look.

TReNDs.  7



Looking forward, the emphasis will be creating 

personalised looks. Blending modern and vintage to 

suite our ever changing lifestyles; to move in spaces 

that reflect us as well as the latest lifestyle and 

design trends.

Consider these looks:

•	Re-imagine spaces with Bricks- reds, browns 
and greys these work their way into indoor and 
outdoor spaces 

•	Marble accent in furnishings-from tables, 
decorative and functional pieces

•	Create strong, detailed lines with thin benchtops 

•	Marble look quartz benchtops- new to the market, 
for an exciting and original look

MATT TeXTUreS
Another product that has filtered through in the 

past year and will continue to grow in popularity is 

matt textures and finishes in benchtops, tiles and 

joinery.  Matt benchtops including quartz suede/

matt finishes and new AMS matt range will all settle 

in on matt joinery, creating warm environments, 

with lots of texture-it is all about the feel!

Matt tiles, sanitary ware, and decorative pieces will 

be the defining detail in any design. 

LOOK AHeAd

Ossido Bruno, Porcelain 12mm benchtop

AMS Engineered Marble and Quartz range

Tundra Blue, Marble
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12  natural stone surfaces

26  engineered stone quartz surfaces

40  AMS Engineered Stone

42  splashbacks 

Benchtops

Nero Marquina Marble benchtops and splashback, design and image supplied by Oxford Architects
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Quarried straight from the earth and exclusively 

sourced for you and held by Adelaide Marble, 

natural stone emulates a richness and uniqueness 

that can define spaces with a timeless look that radiates 

warmth and simplicity.

A natural elegance that is not only unique but long 

lasting; Granite and Marble can be used in a range of 

applications as kitchen benchtops, vanities, fire place 

surrounds, splashbacks, wall and flooring-for anyone after 

the complete look  or highlighting a feature space.  Granite 

is recommended for all outdoor applications including 

barbeque areas, outdoor kitchens and laundries.

All natural stone is custom crafted by Adelaide Marble, an 

individual process for every design and project using the 

latest manufacturing techniques.

Utilising the potential of natural stone for your project, the 

AMS Surfaces staff can provide you with the latest colours, 

information and tools to assist you to find the right product 

to complement your aesthetic and design.

Take the time to discover the possibilities that natural stone 

can inject into your design.

Unique. Distinct. Timeless.

Natural stone-It Ignites the Imagination.

Natural stone
'Natural stone emulates a richness 
and uniqueness that can define 
spaces with a timeless look that 
radiates warmth and simplicity'.

Carrara Crema  Marble benchtop and splashback. 
Designed and manufactured by BUILT Furniture.
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marble benchtop and splashback

ALBA.

BeNCHTOPs. natural stone   15



marble benchtops and splashbacks

CARRARA
CREMA.

Designed and manufactured by BUILT Furniture.

BeNCHTOPs. natural stone   17



marble benchtop and splashback

NERO 
MARQUINA.

Design and image supplied by Oxford Architects

BeNCHTOPs. natural stone   19



marble benchtop and splashback

CALACUTTA
D'ORO.

BeNCHTOPs. natural stone   21



granite bar top

BLUE FANTASY.

Image courtesy of Davis and Park Kitchens

granite benchtop

GHIBLI.

The Food Business at Chapel Hill Winery. Designed by Inarc Interior Design.

BeNCHTOPs. natural stone   23



marble benchtop

GRIGIO 
CARNICO.

BeNCHTOPs. natural stone   25



Quartz is an engineered product that is designed 

with simplicity and functionality in mind, in order 

to provide you not only with an exceptional finish 

but a long lasting, low maintenance product suitable for a 

multitude of applications.

Highly recognized for its low-maintenance properties and 

high performance qualities, engineered stone is a suitable 

surface for: kitchen benchtops, vanities, laundries, bar tops 

and all other feature areas. It is also suitable for commercial 

applications including reception counters, service areas, 

bathrooms and flooring and custom furniture.  

With a range of brands to choose from including; 

Caesarstone, Silestone, Essa Stone, Smartstone, Hanstone 

and Stone Ambassador, the colour selection is wide and 

vast, ready for all types of designs, budgets and projects.  

Each brand continually updates their range to incorporate 

the latest trends, colours and textures. With the simple, yet 

effective, tonal colours to marble inspired patterns, to matt, 

concrete and textured finishes, the engineered stone range is 

on trend and in demand.

All engineered applications are custom made to suite each 

space, design and fit-out in the Adelaide Marble factory.  To 

discover how engineered stone can work for your project,  

the AMS Surfaces staff can provide you with the latest 

colours, information and tools to assist you to find the right 

product to complement your aesthetic and design.

Advantageous in design, cost and structure; engineered stone 

is an abundance of possibilities.

Solid. Simple. Stunning.

Quartz surfaces

'Advantageous in design, cost and 
structure; engineered stone is an 
abundance of possibilities'.

Raw Concrete, Caesarstone

engineered Stone

Cloudburst Concrete, Caesarstone

BeNCHTOPs. quartz surfaces   27



Rough. Refined. Rugged Concrete™ delivers the authentic 

look of a hand poured concrete benchtop, with its authentic, 

robust, industrial-inspired design.

'Accentuated by high movement grey textural 
variations, white haze surface patina and a 
new ‘Rough’ matt surface finish, makes each 
slab individually unique.'

The first of its kind for quartz surfaces, Rugged Concrete™ 

has a visually stronger and dramatic look with its unique 

imperfections lending it to a continuing shift towards industrial 

interiors with a sturdier approach to style symbolic of urban 

environments and the converted loft aesthetic.

An industry first in
QUARTz SURFACES

Cloudburst Concrete™ a white on white tonal cloud like patina 

to complement our existing concrete range, emulating the look 

of hand poured concrete, including the new “rough” surface 

finish.

To fully appreciate the beauty of Rugged Concrete™ and 

Cloudburst Concrete™, large panels can be viewed at the 

nearest Caesarstone showroom and also at kitchen retail 

outlets to experience first-hand the nature of this dramatic 

new design.

The launch of Rugged Concrete™  and Cloudburst Concrete™  

demonstrates the Caesarstone brands continued commitment 

to design innovation leadership, production of high quality 

surfaces and ultimately helping consumers and designers 

realize their design ideas.

Discover more at www.caesarstone.com.au

Rough. Refined.

New Rugged Concrete™

Concrete domesticated by Caesarstone®

www.caesarstone.com.au

Cloudburst ConcreteTM

Rugged ConcreteTM

BeNCHTOPs. quartz surfaces   29



Subtle. Sophisticated.

New Cloudburst Concrete™

Concrete domesticated by Caesarstone®

www.caesarstone.com.au

Domestic Art

Noble Grey™

Nature inspired by Caesarstone®

www.caesarstone.com.au



ORIX - INDUSTRIAL Collection

Ultra Thickness
(0.8, 1.2, 2, 3 cm)

Ultra Thickness
(0.8, 1.2, 2 cm )

NEW INDUSTRIAL COLLECTION

DEKTON UNLIMITED

VISIT OUR SHOWROOMS IN
Adelaide  |  Brisbane  |  Melbourne  |  Perth  |  Sydney

Discover more at www.dekton.com
Follow Us F  T

DEKTON presents the new INDUSTRIAL series, the 
result of a collaboration with Daniel Germani Designs.

 
It is composed of four colours refl ecting both 

urban style and ecological character – these rustic 
materials add power, depth and personality to any 

architectural and decorative project.
 

An exercise in technological innovation and 
sustainability for a more demanding world.

DEKTON UNLIMITED
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On Top

Cindy Crawford on Silestone Eternal Calacatta Gold

TOPS ON TOP

Feel the new
velvety texture

On ToToT p

Discover more at silestone.com  |  Follow Us  F T

VISIT OUR SHOWROOMS IN
Adelaide      |      Brisbane      |      Melbourne      |      Perth      |      Sydney



Silestone benchtop, suede finish

CALACATTA GOLD.
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Carrara Astral Marengo  Petra Grigio Nero Astral  Gris Roca 

milan:

Theron Naxos Concreto Athena Triton  Ceniza 

paris:

Concreto Avorio 

santorini:

Absolute Blanc Nieve White Amara Statuario Venato Gelsomino Santorini 

Vanilla Calacatta Blanco Nombre Almendra Calacatta Manhattan Arcadia Imperial Grande 

toledo:

Gris NaturaleConcreto NaturaleBorghini Naturale Blanco NaturaleAsh Naturale

naturale:

There is a Smartstone colour to suit every style of architecture 
and personal taste, as well as a choice to suit every budget.

SM1460_PressAds_AMS_Dec18.indd   4 18/12/18   3:33 pm
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Cimento

Calacatta Kapak

Carrara Mist

Beton

Statuario Signature

Kirec Lagos GreyFossil

Stone Ambassador benchtops,  
island and splashback

VALOUR.

Phantom Grey

Firtina

New York Sierra Leone

Trinity

Valour

Tundra Grey

Casablanca

BeNCHTOPs. quartz surfaces   39



AMS engineered 
Stone

Arabescato Bianco

engineered Marble

engineered Quartz

Fior di Pesco Grigio Carnico Palladio Doge

Palladio Laguna Palladio Moro Tonale

Metropolis Galaxy Metropolis Steel Vermont

BeNCHTOPs. quartz surfaces   41



Statuario Marble, splashback

Vogue Porcelain Sheet splashback

CALACUTTA.

Splashbacks

sPLAsHBACKs.  43



Smartstone benchtop & white 
subway tile splashback

MARENGO.

Noble Grey - Caesarstone, splashback and benchtop

Carrara Crema  Marble benchtop and splashback. 
Designed and manufactured by BUILT Furniture.

sPLAsHBACKs.  45



52    inspiration

60    polished

84    matt

104  benchtops + external  
        wall cladding

PORCELAIN
sheets

Calacutta Gold, 1000x3000x5.5mm

Porcelain Sheets

PORCELAIN SHEETS. Vogue   47



‘Porcelain Sheets have high 
performance qualities that allow the 
sheets to be used as splashbacks, door 
panels, fire place surrounds, feature 
walls and flooring in outdoor and 
indoor areas’.

Tavlo Calacutta, 1620x3240x12mm
benchtop

evolutional. 
transforming.
spectacular.
‘Vogue Porcelain Sheets is an evolutionary,  
specially sourced collection. The benchmark in 
style and sophistication.’

The result of the latest technologies in porcelain manufacturing, 

porcelain sheets are available in various dimensions including 

the extraordinary size: 1.6 metres wide by 3.2 metres long - The 

largest in the world! Design to your own specifications with our 

precision custom cutting service. 

With the largest collection available in South Australia, 

Vogue offers an array of colours, finishes and thickness’. 

It’s lightweight, easy to clean, heat resistant, durable and 

extremely versatile. 

PORCELAIN SHEETS. Vogue   49



book matched. polished, 
1600x3200mm

CALACUTTA.

features + benefits.
EASy To CLEAn

RESISTAnT To hEAT

ALmoST zERo LIQUID ABSoRPTIon

DURABLE

hygIEnIC

ELImInATE ExCESS gRoUT LInES

LARgE ShEETS = DESIgn fLExIBILITy

CUSTomISABLE

AmS Surfaces takes leadership in sourcing new and innovative products and has introduced 
the ‘Vogue Porcelain Sheets’ range - A collection of porcelain sheets and panels that have 

been specially sourced to provide design solutions for all projects.

Catering for all design requirements, porcelain sheets are available in a range of colours, 
finishes, styles, sizes and textures and are able to be used in a multitude of applications 

including; splashbacks, fireplace features, door panels, feature walls and flooring.

The 12mm porcelain panels are the ultimate choice in BBQ and alfresco areas. The durability 
and high performance qualities of the 12mm panels are the ultimate choice for horizontal 

surfaces in residential, commercial and retail spaces. The larger format panels also provide the 
extra space you need.

sheet sizes.
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splashbacks.
We recommend -3.5,  5.5 + 6mm

be inspired..

‘The Vogue Porcelain Sheets 
collection will supersede your 
imagination and characterise 

your space’.

PORCELAIN SHEETS. Vogue   53



Calacutta Gold, custom cut and vein matched drawers.
Design by DC Architecture, Adelaide

drawer fronts.
We recommend - All porcelain sheets

wall + floor.
We recommend - All porcelain sheets

Carrara Venato 6mm, Delight

PORCELAIN SHEETS. Vogue   55



benchtops.

Cava Nero Greco, 1620x3240x12mm
benchtop

12mm porcelain panels are the ultimate choice for horizontal 

surfaces in residential, commercial and retail spaces. Innovative 

and designed for the world of furnishings, their large format 

(1620x3200x12mm), durability and high performance qualities make 

them perfect for benchtops, BBQ, alfresco areas and even tables.

We recommended  - 12mm thickness

PORCELAIN SHEETS. Vogue   57



12mm external 
wall cladding.  
Vogue 12mm porcelain sheets are a great option for 

exterior cladding for commercial, retail and residential 

projects. Endless design opportunities.

We recommend -12mm thickness only

Cava, Pietra di Savoia Antracite 
1620x3240x12mm

customisation.

Calacutta Gold, custom cut feature wall.
Design by DC Architecture, Adelaide

Design to your own specifications with our precision custom 

cutting service. The impressive water jet machine has the ability 

to cut through all porcelain sheets in the Vogue Collection. 

Ignite your imagination with endless design possibilities from: 

feature walls, fireplace surrounds, drawer fronts and more.

PORCELAIN SHEETS. Vogue   59



BIAnCo 
BERnInI.
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polished
(available in matt)

6mm

PORCELAIN
sheets

Polished

Bianco Bernini, 1600x3200x6mm
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nEW 2019 
CoLLECTIon

Calacatta oro, polished

6mm
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DELIghT 
CoLLECTIon.

Calacatta Oro, Butterfly
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nEW 2019 
CoLLECTIon

Butterfly (Delight collection)

VEnATo 
BIAnCo.

Invisable Light, polished Venato Bianco, polished

DELIghT 
CoLLECTIon.
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Bernini Cashmere

Pietra grey Taupe Pietra grey fog

Bernini, 1200x2400x7mm

7mm
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6mm

PORCELAIN
sheets

CALACUTTA.
polished
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CALACUTTA K.
polished, 1000x3000x5.5mm

6mm
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polished

ARABESQUE.
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CALACUTTA goLD A+B.
polished, 1000x3000x5.5mm

book matched

RAIn gREy.
polished, 1000x3000x5.5mm

PORCELAIN SHEETS. Vogue   73



DUKE.
polished, 1600x3200x6mm

EmPERoR.
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6mm

PORCELAIN
sheets
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PRInCESS.
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6mm

PORCELAIN
sheets
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STATUARIo A + B.
polished, 1600x3200x6mm

STATUARIo  
SPLEnDEnTE A + B.
polished, 1600x3200x6mm
(available in matt)

book matchedbook matched

PORCELAIN SHEETS. Vogue   79



nERo 
BELVEDERE.
polished, 1600x3200x6mm

Verona GreySerpegiante Grey Pulpis Black Glossy

PoLIShED
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5.5mm
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ToTAL BLACK.
Absolute 
polished,  980x2980x5.5mm 
satin, 1000x3000x5.5mm

Total White, Absolute - polished and satin finishes available

PORCELAIN SHEETS. Vogue   83



Matt

Lead, River Terrazzo Collection, 1600x3200x7mm

ECRU.
River Terrazzo Collection 

1600x3200x7mm

PORCELAIN SHEETS. Vogue   85



Extra Light Light

medium Rust

6mm
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nEW 2019 
CoLLECTIon

DARK.

ConCRETo 
CoLLECTIon.
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ConCRETo.
extra light and medium, 6mm

nEW 2019 
CoLLECTIon
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nERo 
mARQUInA.
Delight collection. Touch / honed finish, 
1200x2600x6mm

nEW 2019 
CoLLECTIon
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Flatiron White Flatiron Silver

Concept Pearl Concept Greige

7mm
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CEmEnT
CoLLECTIon.

Colour-10 Work, 1000x3000x5.5mm Colour-30 Work, 1000x3000x5.5mmColour-20 Work, 1000x3000x5.5mm

indoor / outdoor

Colour-10 Land, 3000x1000x5.5mm 
900x900x14mm

Colour-30 Land, 3000x1000x5.5mm 
900x900x14mm

Colour-20 Land, 3000x1000x5.5mm
900x900x14mm

Available in 20mm (as pictured)
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SILVER fLoW.
Waterfall 

1000x3000x5.5mm

gRAy fLoW.
Waterfall 

1000x3000x5.5mm

PORCELAIN SHEETS. Vogue   97



Slate, Limestone 1000x3000x5.5mm

Clay, Limestone Collection

Oyster, Limestone 1000x3000x5.5mmClay, Limestone 1000x3000x5.5mm

LImESTonE 
CoLLECTIon.
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VInTAgE.
matt, 200x2000x5.5mm

special order

WhITE  
PAInT. SLATE.

Limestone Collection

PORCELAIN SHEETS. Vogue   101



Iron, 1000x3000x5.5mm. wall + floor
Design by Inarc Interior Design

mETAL 
CoLLECTIon.

Iron, 1000x3000x5.5mmPlatinum, 1000x3000x5.5mmRusty, 1000x3000x5.5mm

PORCELAIN SHEETS. Vogue   103



benchtops + external  
wall cladding - 12mm

Cava, Calacutta Oro Venato

Cava, Bianco Statuario Venato soft touch

Cava, Bianco Lasa 
(Available in Matt) Cava, Diamond Cream

Cava, Bianco Statuario 
(Available in honed)

Cava, Calacutta Oro Venato
(Available in honed)
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Calce, Bianco

Cava, Nero Greco 
(Available in matt & honed)

Ossido Nero
(Available in Matt only)

Cava, Nero Desir 
(Available in matt & honed)

Ossido Bruno 
(Available in Matt only)

Ossido Bruno

Cava, Nero Desir

PORCELAIN SHEETS. 12mm   107



Calce, Antracite Calce, Avorio

Calce, Bianco Calce, Grigio

Calce, Bianco

To view the full Vogue Porcelain Sheets Collection,  
visit amssurfaces.com.au 

or visit a showroom to collect a brochure
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Customisation

Pamesa Olimpio Calacutta porcelain

‘Crafted for you’

CUSTOMISATION.   111



Creating a space using custom cutting provides 

an integration of design or a stand out feature; 

customisation is a level of detail that exceeds the 

brief.

Utilising the latest and highest quality technology in 

manufacturing, Adelaide marble has the ability to achieve 

precision cutting through products as; stone, quartz, granite, 

porcelain tiles, porcelain sheets, pavers and a wide range 

of other products allowing you to design to your own 

specifications.

Creating a cohesive design from pavers to pool coping-to 

main floor tiling to feature walls, custom cutting allows for 

one product to be used in a multitude of ways that has not 

been available before.  

Crafted for you, the custom cutting experience creates a 

unique, tailored and purposeful finish. The AmS Surfaces 

staff are able to assist you in your design specifications in 

the product of your choosing.

Tailored. Dynamic. Illustrious.

‘Crafted for you, the custom cutting 
experience creates a unique, tailored 
and purposeful finish.’

WATERfALL 
TILES.
custom cut. Bathroom by Inarc 
Interior Design

CUSTOMISATION.   113



SILVER  
TRAVERTInE.
natural Stone custom cut tiles - fireplace

Porcelain custom cut tiles - fireplace

CUSTOMISATION.   115



SILVER  
TRAVERTInE.
natural Stone custom cut tiles, walls

CUSTOMISATION.   117



custom cut 

WATERfALL 
TILES.

The Food Business at Chapel Hill Winery. Designed by Inarc Interior Design.

Calacutta Gold, custom cut feature wall.
Design by DC Architecture, Adelaide

CUSTOMISATION.   119



AMS Surfaces - Mile End 
333 South Road,  T. 08 8352 1265    
Opening Hours. Monday - Friday 9am-5pm 
& Saturday 10am-3pm

Architectural Showroom  
100a Flinders Street, Adelaide  
T. 08 8232 7633  (By appointment only) 
Opening Hours. Monday - Friday 10am - 4pm 
 

AMS Surfaces - Port Lincoln 
72 Mortlock Tce,  T. 08 8683 3288  
Opening Hours. Monday - Friday 9am-5pm 
& Saturday 8.30am-11am

With over thirty nine years experience, we specialise in Natural Stone, 
Quartz, Porcelain Sheets and Tiles for everything indoor and outdoor.

amssurfaces.com.au  

Showroom + Sales

AMS Surfaces Darwin 
8/23 Tannadice Street, Winnellie
T. 08 8352 1265  (By appointment only)

SOUTH AUSTRALIA

NORTHERN TERRITORY
AMS Surfaces - Commercial Division 
In partnership with Authentic Tiling Pty Ltd
70 Slater Parade, Keilor East
T. 03 9331 7158  M. 0430 351 021

VICTORIA



124  terrazzo

132  cement

134  porcelain

164  natural

Tiles

Next White, porcelain 600x600mm

NEW 2019 
COLLECTION

TILES.  123



Terrazzo

STEEL, custom cut by Adelaide Marble
Design by Studio Griffiths & Sharyn Cairns
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Abstrakt Chalky Cloudburst Cool Stream

Eventide Flannel Flower Freckle Hardware

Khaki Jam

Neues Grey - Fine

Neues Grey

Platinum

Lands Edge

The Raven The Sunbaker Wintersun

Neues Grey - Superfine

High Cloud

Pavlova

Road Trip Rocketman SteelPoppin’EVENTIDE.NEUES GREY.

Styling & AD by Bek Sheppard, photography by Haydn Cattach
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EVENTIDE. KHAKI JAM.

Styling & AD by Bek Sheppard, photography by Haydn Cattach Styling & AD by Bek Sheppard, photography by Haydn Cattach
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ROCKETMAN. ROAD TRIP.

Styling & AD by Bek Sheppard, photography by Haydn Cattach Styling & AD by Bek Sheppard, photography by Haydn Cattach
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Cement

CMD Mocca Shell Royal Oyster

Ripple Fancy BL - RORipple Fancy SL - RO Summit Exotic - CBG

alur

tiles

cement tiles

Encasutic Cement
Special order. Visit www.amssurfaces.com.au for further information.
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Porcelain

Silver, Matrix Marca Corona

Porcelain Tiles are the complimentary finish to your 

design.

 Durable, hard wearing and able to be used indoors, 

outdoors, on walls and floors, porcelain tiles are the perfect 

product in all areas of your project from; flooring, to 

splashbacks, bathrooms, stair cases, laundries and outdoor 

entertaining areas. There is a size, pattern and finish for each 

application.

The range of textures make tiles suitable for commercial 

and residential flooring, outdoors (and as pool coping) 

and feature walls-with a range of textures including matt, 

polished, lapatto and non-slip, there is a tile for small and 

large scale projects in a ranges available that are fit for the 

commercial or residential builder, home owner, designer or 

architect.

AMS Surfaces source and acquire a designer range to suite 

the latest trends and individual project requirements. The 

AMS Surfaces staff are able to assist you in discovering the 

perfect porcelain tile for you.

The chameleon of design.

Integral. Instrumental. Inspirational.

‘Durable, hard wearing and able to 
be used indoors, outdoors, on walls 
and floors, porcelain tiles are the 
perfect product in all areas of your 
project’.

Next Grey, 600x600mm
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NEW 2019 
COLLECTION

600x600mm
matt finish

NEXT DARK. 

TILES. porcelain  137



NEW 2019 
COLLECTION

600x600mm
matt finish

NEXT TAUPE. 
600x600mm
matt finish

NEXT GRAY. 

TILES. porcelain  139



Pietra De Panama, 600x1200mm
matt finish

BROWN. 

NEW 2019 
COLLECTION

Pietra De Panama, 600x1200mm
matt finish

GREY. 
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NEW 2019 
COLLECTION

Yosemite, 600x600x10mm
fiammata finish

PARK. 
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Yosemite, 600x600x10mm
naturale finish

LAKE. 

NEW 2019 
COLLECTION

Yosemite, 900x900x11mm
lappata finish

ROCK. 
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Porcelain, Cucina Mix + Tone White

TERRA.

Custom cut, Ocean Stone Anthracite

White Gloss, 100x200mm

Cliffstone, 900x900, 450x900mm

BIEGE 
MADEIRA. 

TILES. porcelain  147



Cliffstone, 600x1200, 600x600, 300x600mm

TAUPE 
MOHER. 

Cliffstone, custom cut

GREY 
TENERIFE. 

TILES. porcelain  149



Waterfall 

ESSAGONO 
MONOCROMO. Waterfall 

PANNELLO 
CESTO. 

TILES. porcelain  151



Waterfall, Mattoncino Silver

GRAY 
FLOW. 

Freecia Bicromo, Waterfall

Ivory, Waterfall, 900x900mm

TILES. porcelain  153



Oak Natural, timber look 

timber look

OAK CENERE 

timber look 
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Arabescato Old Lapp Pav. Provenza, Bianco d’Italia. Special order.

Calacatta - Statuario - Mosaico  Statuario Amb. bagno. Provenza, Bianco d’Italia. Special order.

TILES. porcelain  157



White Backface. Provenza, Evo-Q

Medley Grey, Provenza, Evo-Q. special order

STATUARIO 
LAPP LUC. 
59x118-Parete Diamante 59x118,2  
Amb. con tavolino 
Bianco d’Italia, Provenza
Special order 

TILES. porcelain  159



HOT 
WHITE. 
Groove, Provenza 
800x800mm 

SAND. 
Evo-Q, Provenza 
300x600mm 

TILES. porcelain  161



Mistique Black, Groove, Provenza

Nude Biege, Groove, Provenza

CLAY. 
Limestone, Cotto d’este
600x1200mm 
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Bluestone honed, 900x300mm

Natural

TILES. natural  165

floor and walls, 300x600mm
vein cut, honed finish

SILVER  
TRAVERTINE.



170  glass

174  murals

Mosaics

MOSAICS.    167



‘Commercial or residential, mosaics 
have the ability to evoke interest, 
discussion and admiration’.

Mural feature wall

Mosaics offer a classic and tailored look to your 

space. With a wide range of colours, designs, styles 

and sizes available, you are spoilt by choice.

With gloss, matt, textured-or a combination of finishes 

available, mosaics can be sourced in a range of products 

including; porcelain, timber, glass and marble. Mosaics can 

be a standalone feature-bold and unique or part of a design;  

a wall feature, splashback, reception or lobby counter or 

pool features. Commercial or residential, mosaics have the 

ability to evoke interest, discussion and admiration.

Mosaic Murals provide a standout, eye-catching feature that 

can be for private or a public setting, in internal or external 

applications. Murals can be modified to colours, patterns and 

pictorial selections to suite the space, scheme and design 

intent. A specialized order for your individual project.

Intrinsic. Individual. Inspiring.
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Glass
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Mosaico, Ottone E

METALLO. 

MOSAICS. glass  173



Mosaic murals
Custom Designs

MOSAICS. murals  175
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182  Trendwood engineered flooring

188  Rubio Monocoat 

Timber flooring

SLIP  
RESISTANCE

P3
R10

Dark Oak

TIMBER.  179



Our timber flooring 
coating is repairable

‘Sophisticated. Enduring. 
Exceptional.’

WHITE 5%. 

Trendwood flooring is unique in its fabrication in that is 

offers unmatched stability when subjected to varying 

temperatures and humidity and is repairable, utilitsing 

the Rubio Monocoat application to the maximum advantage.  

These features provide Trendwood to be the timber flooring 

of choice in commercial, retail and residential flooring 

applications.

Rubio Monocoat oil has unrivalled characteristics. The natural 

ingredients on which the oil is based generate a molecular 

reaction with the uppermost cellulose fibres of the wood. 

This high technology ensures that the oils are eco-friendly, 

are easy to apply and are of superior quality. 

Trendwood flooring is available in the large range of Rubio 

colours- providing an exceptional finish to the wood, the 

colour coating protects the timber, providing not only a high 

level aesthetic finish but a heat and water resistant flooring 

that is easy to repair and maintain.

The range is available in herringbone and chevron patterns 

and traditional floorboard sizes, these are complimented by 

a range of width and lengths, thickness and finishes that can 

ordered to suite the area, application and design.

Sophisticated. Enduring. Exceptional.

SLIP  
RESISTANCE

P3
R10

600 colours available
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Our timber flooring 
coating is repairable

R

Engineered

‘Superior strength and durability.’

Trendwood
Technical 
Specifications

Standard finishes: smooth, hand scraped, whitewashed, 

distressed, swan, brushed, hand bevelled, micro bevelled.

PROPERTIES
Width: 180/220/256/300mm | Length: 600-2400mm 

Thickness: 12mm / 15mm / 20mm 

Veneer thickness: 1.5mm / 3mm / 4.5mm 

Plywood thickness: 10mm / 12mm / 15.5mm 

Plywood type: WBP Russian Birch 

Veneer types: American or European Oak 

Coating: 100% VOC Free Oil 

Average density: 730kg/m3 

Moisture content: 7% to 12 % 

Acoustic properties: STC of 28db 

Complies with: AS4586-2013, Slip resistance - P3

FEATURES
40 standard colours + custom series, a total of 600 colours 

Can be laid in any direction 

Will cover holes up to 75mm x 50mm only if there is no join 

over the hole 

Unsupported edge spans of 20mm are satisfactory 

With proper use & maintenance, trendwood will give you 

many years of life.  

Not recommended for wet areas 

Suitable for under floor heating 

Superior strength and durability 

Easy to repair and maintain

SLIP  
RESISTANCE

P3
R10
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Our timber flooring 
coating is repairable

SLIP  
RESISTANCE

P3
R10 Our timber flooring 

coating is repairable

BLACK. 
chevron

SLIP  
RESISTANCE

P3
R10

DARK  
OAK. 

600 colours available 600 colours available
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Colllection Series available to view in store, along with the Custom Series (with up to 560 colours and different finishes available). Colours are indicative only.

ANTIQUE BRONZE AQUA ASH GREY BISCUIT

BLACK BOURBON CASTLE BROWN CHARCOAL

CHERRY CORAL CHOCOLATE CORNSILK COTTON WHITE

DARK OAK GRIS BELGE HAVANNA ICE BROWN

MAHOGANY MIST MIST 5% MUD LIGHT

These colours are im
pressions and m

erely indicative.

NATURAL OAK OLIVE OYSTER

PINE PURE SAVANNA SILVER GREY

SKY GREY SLATE GREY SMOKE SMOKE 5%

SMOKED OAK STONE SUPER WHITE TITANIUM GREY

VANILLA WALNUT WHITE WHITE 5%

ANTIQUE BRONZE AQUA ASH GREY BISCUIT

BLACK BOURBON CASTLE BROWN CHARCOAL

CHERRY CORAL CHOCOLATE CORNSILK COTTON WHITE

DARK OAK GRIS BELGE HAVANNA ICE BROWN

MAHOGANY MIST MIST 5% MUD LIGHT

These colours are im
pressions and m

erely indicative.

NATURAL OAK OLIVE OYSTER

PINE PURE SAVANNA SILVER GREY

SKY GREY SLATE GREY SMOKE SMOKE 5%

SMOKED OAK STONE SUPER WHITE TITANIUM GREY

VANILLA WALNUT WHITE WHITE 5%

Width: 180mm | Length: 1700, 2400mm 

Finished thickness: 15mm 

Finishes: Smooth, micro bevel

Collection Series

TIMBER. engineered  187



Photo Courtesy of Rubio Monocoat

Wood is a natural and noble resource that deserves 
superior protection. 

Therefore, we are committed to continual research and 

development with the expressed purpose of providing the 

best product available with full regard to the environment.

Rubio Monocoat oil has unrivalled characteristics. The natural 

ingredients on which the oil is based generate a molecular 

reaction with the uppermost cellulose fibres of the wood. 

This high technology ensures that our oils are eco-friendly, 

are easy to apply and of superior quality.

The extensive assortment contains oils for indoor as well as 

outdoor wood and are used for both on-site and industrial 

purposes.

Rubio Monocoat is also known for its wide range of colours.

High technology in a green can: that’s Rubio Monocoat.

•	 Colours and protects in one layer.

•	 40 fantastic colours.

•	 Respects the natural ‘look and feel’ of the wood.

•	 Environmentally friendly: 0% VOC!

•	 Doesn’t contain water.

•	 Easy to maintain.

•	 Low consumption: 1 litre reaches for 30 to 50 m2.

•	 Applies to all kinds of wood.

•	 Water resistant.

•	 Heat resistant.

Rubio 
Monocoat

‘Advanced technology - protects and 
colours your wood in one single layer’.

AMS Surfaces is the Rubio Monocoat distributor for Australia and VietnamSLIP  
RESISTANCE

P3
R10
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Photo Courtesy of Rubio Monocoat

SLIP  
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R10

SLIP  
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R10

Intense Black & Charcoal
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Stone basins
SR 9021 480x480x230 SR 9022 480x480x230 SR 9023 480x480x230

SR 9024 480x480x230 SR 9025 480x480x230 SR 9026 480x480x230

SR 9027 480x480x230 SR 9031 600x440x220 SR 9032 600x440x220

SR 9035 600x440x220 SR 9036 600x440x220 SR 9037 600x440x220

Special order. Speak to an AMS Surfaces sales representative for further information.

STONE BASINS.    193



SR 9041 750x480x180 SR 9042 750x480x180 SR 9045 750x480x180

SR 9047 750x480x180 SR 9052 630x460x220 SR 9054 630x460x220

SR 9064 550x580x180SR 9056 630x460x220 SR 9066 550x580x180

SR 9072 520x460x190 SR 9077 520x460x190SR 9071 520x460x190

SR 9082 480x480x230 SR 9084 480x480x230SR 9081 480x480x230

SR 9112 480x480x230SR 9106 600x440x220SR 9105 600x440x220

stone
SINKS
large variety of 
stone colours 
availaBle
sizes: 390x390mm, 
370x670mm

Calacatta Blanco, Smartstone



200  wall facing

Stone wall
cladding

Floor - bluestone sawn. Columns - white mint sandstone (random)

STONE WALL CLADDING.    197



BLUESTONE. 
cladding, 800x400mm

WHITE  
MINT. 
sandstone cladding

STONE WALL CLADDING.    199



Designer Gold Stone

Cottage Blend Teakwood Flat

Kanmantoo

Antik Side Sawn Poly Dark Grey Flat

Thassos

Kav Dark Grey

Poly Dark Grey Rock

Fileti

Schiste SlateSchistose Sandstone Dark

Bluestone RandomFileti Stack

Designer Gold  
Stone, Rake

Thassos Rockface

Wall facing

STONE WALL CLADDING. wall facing   201



Bluestone, sawn finish

206  granite. slate + travertine

208  bluestone 

210  limestone 

211  natural stone 

213  sandstone

216  porcelain 

222  brick facings

Pavers

PAVERS.    203



Pavers are an all round exceptional product that can 

serve a multitude of requirements in and around the 

home, commercial, public and private areas.

The range of pavers available including bluestone, travertine, 

granite, concrete and porcelain each provide a distinct look 

and can be tailored to suite the environment in which it is 

placed. Honed, polished or textured finishes can be achieved 

and sourced in order to suite the requirements of the 

project.

Natural stone paving creates a character-laden tapestry 

of colour and porcelain pavers create an even, solid finish. 

Each are durable and long-lasting, encapulating the 

style you want to achieve whether you have a ‘modern’ 

‘contemporary’ or ‘traditional’ design.

Pavers come in a range of thickness that allow a cohesion 

of surface from pathways to driveways, (where thicker 

and durable products are necessary), to pool coping or 

landscaping features where the pavers can be mitred to suit 

the application.

Adelaide Marble, featuring the specialised service of custom 

cutting, can provide edge detailing to a range of outdoor 

products.  

To view the range or discover how pavers can suite your 

project requirements or space, the AMS Surfaces staff are 

able to provide you with the resources and tools to find the 

right product.

Durable. Enduring. Advantageous.

‘Natural Stone pavers are durable 
and long-lasting, encapulating the 
style you want to achieve whether 
you have a ‘modern’ ‘contemporary’ 
or ‘traditional’ design.’

TRAVERTINE 
GREY. 
natural stone, 300x600x30mm
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GRANITE

Heavy Chisel

Exfoliated 

Black Diamond Grey Diamond Yellow Diamond

White ChiselYellow Chisel

White Diamond

Jet Black Chisel Dark Grey Chisel

Natural finish 
450x450x45, 600x600x30mm

Suitable for: pedestrian (paths, patios,  
courtyards), pools & domestic driveways

White diamond

 

Available in: 400x400x30, 300x600x30mm 
Coping: 400x800x40mm
Rebated: 400x804x60mm

Suitable for: Pedestrian (paths, patios, courtyards) & pools

300x600x30mm

Suitable for: pedestrian (paths, 
patios, courtyards) & pools

TRAVERTINE 
GREY. 

BLACK 
SLATE. 

  

PAVERS. granite. slate + travertine    207



Bluestone, sawn finish

Sawn finish 
400x400x30, 300x600x12mm, 

400x800x15, 300x2100, 1000x2000mm 
Rebated: 400x804x60mm

Suitable for: pedestrian  
(paths, patios, courtyards) & pools

BLUESTONE. 
sawn finish, 400x800mm 

BLUESTONE. 

PAVERS. bluestone  209



Pietra Latina Grey Moca Creme Contra Azul Monica

LIMESTONE

Available in: 400x400x30, 400x400x50mm 
Pool coping: 400x800x30mm 
Finishes: Honed, Sandblasted, Antique - by special order only

Suitable for: pedestrian (paths, patios, courtyards) & pools

Moca Creme Contra, Limestone

tm stone

BakarHammer bushHoned Poles

BakarHoned Poles

Hammer bushHoned Poles

xiolit stone

tropical red

Natural stone

BALI
GREATEST STONESpecial order. Speak to an AMS Surfaces sales representative for further information.

PAVERS. natural stone   211



BALI
GREATEST STONE

sukabumi 

Square 10x10, 20x20 Rectangle 10x20

Honed, TM stone  - Javastone Poles, Tropical red - Javastone

GREENSTONE

Sandstone

GOLDEN 
FOSSIL. 

Sandstone

PAVERS. sandstone   213



sandstone feature circles

Sun circle Mystic Feature 1800x1800 2700x2700 3600x3600

2400 Ø
3300 Ø

Original Rag Green Sandstone

Heather Blend Sandstone, special order
Special order. Speak to an AMS Surfaces sales representative for further information.



GRANITO 
GREY. 
matching custom mitred coping
600x600mm 

Artic Bergen Nordic

STONE QUARTZ

Nordic, Stone Quartz, 600x1200mm

Stone Quartz

ARTIC. 

Porcelain

PAVERS. porcelain   217



Cadore, Malga

Cadore, Baita

Anthracite Biege

Gris Porphyte

Cadore, Bosco

Plein Air

GRIS. 

PLEIN AIR

1800x300x20mm. Special order

600x600mm. Special order

PAVERS. porcelain   219



Silver Travertine Biege Travertine

600x600x20mm

Stone Grey, 20mm

Artic Flame Finish Buxy Flame Finish

600x600x14mm

600x600x14mm. More colours and sizes available.

Slate Honed

Buxy Flame Finish, 14mm

Sand Brown

Stone Charcoal Stone Light Grey Stone Mix Beige Stone Mix Charcoal

Stone Mix Grey Terrazzo Coloured Terrazzo Pearl Terrazzo Silver

Horizon Charcoal

PAVERS. porcelain   221



Ziva, Hammered

Pallas, Hammered

Brick Facings Ziva (Hammered)Cassis

Manganese Black Klampsteen Kesselt (Passion)

Hera (Hammered) Pallas (Hammered)

Borlo Sintered (Grigo) Carma (Grigio)

MOD RF 4 WV N70 NNF

MOD 50 MOD 65 WV 50 WV 65 N70/4 N70/5

±190x90x50 ±190x90x65 ±210x100x40 ±210x100x50 ±215x100x65 ±240x70x40 ±240x70x50 ±240x107x72

Standard collection: WV 65 ±215x100x65

*All other sizes are special order and incur a lead time. Please contact an AMS Surfaces sales representative for more information.

MOD 50

±190x90x50

MOD 65

±190x90x65 ±210x100x40

WV 50

±210x100x50

WV 65

±215x100x65

N70/4

±240x70x40

N70/5

±240x70x50 ±240x107x72

NNFN70WVRFMOD
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ANY brick facings or brick snaps

LOCAL CUTTING SERVICE

homewares

AVAILABLE APRIL 2019

Side tableS
Coffee tableS
Cafe tableS
Chopping boardS

‘Add a touch of warmth + beauty  
to your home or office with our 
stone homewares range’

Products include:

TribecaLiquorice

Olde RedChelsea



www.drytreat.com
Adelaide Marble Specialists

+61 8 8345 1842| www.amssurfaces.com.au
enquiries@adelaidemarble.com.au

Keep surfaces clean!

THE WORLD’S LEADING IMPREGNATING SEALER FOR PREMIUM, LONG LASTING 
PROTECTION OF NATURAL STONE, TILE, PAVING, CONCRETE AND GROUT

Surface has not been cleaned in 3 years.  
The treated area remains cleaner.

TreatedUntreated

• Creates deep water- & oil-repellent barrier 

for premium, long lasting stain protection

• Controls efflorescence and salt-spalling

• Retains natural surface and finish

• Keeps surface looking new for longer

• Makes cleaning easier

• Maintains slip resistance

*15-Year Performance Warranty when applied by 
an accredited applicator

PREMIUM IMPREGNATING SEALER
STAIN-PROOF™

ORIGINAL
The experience in outdoor elevated floors, combined with 
the demands of a market that is increasingly attentive 
to sound insulation, has resulted in the creation of a 
new line of one-of- a- kind supports: “Pedestal Silent”, 
designed to ensure in a single element, all the technical 
properties of the Eterno adjustable support, plus double 
noise reduction imparted by the PP + RUBBER blend 
head, and by the layer of 3 mm thick high-density 
closed-cell foam insulation applied under the base of the 
support. 

These two elements, combined with a special compound 
formulated by Eterno Ivica’s technicians for the “Silent” 
line, are able to reduce the acoustic bridge that is created 
between the floor and laying surface, providing effective 
sound insulation in the home, with the noise level 
reduced by over 25dB.

Adjustable Silent  
Paving Solutions

amssurfaces.com.au  



Slate roof tiles
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Natural Stone
slab supply

NATURAL STONE SLABS.   231



Natural stone images represent a portion of the slab. Slab sizes and availability are indicative only and subject to change.  
Please contact our staff for further information or visit amssurfaces.com.au

granite marble

Agatha Black Exotica

Blue Fantasy

Ubatuba

Ghibli Sage Brush

Super White

Thunder White / River White

Dyno Cross Cut

Calacutta D’Oro

Navy White

Carrara

New York

Alba

Arabascato Vagli

White Calacutta LattePegasus Blue

NATURAL STONE SLABS.   233



limestone + travertine

ONYX 
panel.
On glass 

marble

Chocolate (Travertine)

Botticino

Dolce Vita

Mocha Cream (Limestone)

Pietra Grey (Limestone)

Azul Valverde (Limestone)

Tundra Grey

Moz White

NATURAL STONE SLABS.   235



amssurfaces.com.au  

SILVER  
TRAVERTINE.

Create custom designs with high 
level detail, texture and movement 
through sandblasting. 

The capabilities of sandblasting allow for continuity in 
interior and exterior environments with the textured finish of 
sandblasting to create the point of the difference.

With a large range of products available to be sandblasted 
including natural stone and terrazzo, AMS Surfaces provides 
this unique, custom service featuring the only state of art 
sandblasting machine in Australia.

Discover how sandblasting can feature as; pool coping, 
exterior flooring, internal-external blade walls or feature 
walls in your project at the AMS Surfaces showroom or visit 
amssurfaces.com.au for more information.

Sandblasted natural stone tiles

Polished finish prior to sandblasting



Commercial 
Projects

ADELAIDE UNIVERSITY 
Columns and paving supply for 
commercial ceramics - 2008

CROWNE PLAZA - 2009/2010 
1st Tower 89 Apartments 
2nd Tower 308 Hotel Rooms - 

LOURDES VALLEY - 2009/2010 
52 Apartments, benchtops - 

WEST LAKES COLLECTION 
400 Apartments, benchtops - 
2009/2010

ADELPHI WATERS 
23 Apartments, benchtops - 2009

METRO TOWERS 
16 Apartments, benchtops  
Mawson Lakes - 2009

WAVE AND EDGE 
Apartments, benchtops - 2009

BAYWATER APARTMENTS - 2008/09 
53 Apartments, benchtops 

AERA APARTMENTS 
24 Apartments, benchtops - 2008

GALLERY APARTMENTS 
AT THE PRECINCT - 2008/2009 
132 Apartments, benchtops - 

TOWNSEND PARK 
48 Apartments, benchtops - 2008

NEWPORT QUAYS 
200 Apartments, benchtops 

NEWPORT QUAYS 
Stage 2 Approximately 
202 Apartments, benchtops - 2008

SOUTH SHORES VILLAS 
92 Apartments, benchtops - 2007

EDGEWATER VILLAS- 2007 
Stage 1 Approximately 22 Villas 

HALIFAX STREET TOWNHOUSES 
40 Townhouses, benchtops -2006

EMBASSY APARTMENTS 
200 Apartments, benchtops 

BRISBANE
JOHNSON APARTMENTS - Brisbane 
13,000sqm tiles supply - 2016

ART HOTEL Brisbane 
6,000 sqm tile supply - 2016

DARWIN
PALMESTON SHOPPING CENTRE Stage 
2 (Quartz Tiles) – 2015 3,000sqm 
quartz tiles

DALY STREET APARTMENTS  
67 apartments, kitchen benchtop 
supply, 21,000 sqm tile supply

PALMESTON SHOPPING CENTRE 
(Quartz Tiles) - 2014

LA GRANDE APARTMENTS 
52 apartments

THE SANDS APARTMENTS 

40 apartments

MELBOURNE
IRVING ROAD TOORAK (residential) 
natural stone, engineered timber - 
1,630sqm 

COUNTRY ROAD – Chadstone Myer 
Engineered timber flooring

BENSON STREET – Toorak – Natural 
stone, mosaics, engineered timber 
floors- 1,500sqm 

LEOPOLD STREET – Caulfield  
South Natural stone, mosaics, 
engineered timber - 500sqm 

COLLIER PLACE – town house/
apartments – engineered timber 
660sqm 

LAMAT STREET, Strathmore Town 
houses  – Engineered Timber – 
700sqm 

SEMYOUR AVE, Camberwell, 
Apartments – tiles, engineered 
timber - 1,500sqm 

NOONE STREET - Tiles, Authentic 

Tiles $80k

SYDNEY
TOWNHOUSES, Balmain - 2014 

LUXURY HOMES 
Sandringham - 2014 
Sans Souci - 2014 
Sandringham - 2013 
Dover Heights - 2011

9 TOWNHOUSES, Lewisham - 2012

7 APARTMENTS, Stanmore - 2011

 
 
ADELAIDE
TTP SHOPPING CENTRE - 2018  
Stone paving, $400k

ADELAIDE AIRPORT PLAZA - 2018  
Paving, $300k

RUNDLE PLAZA - 2018  
$1million, 3000sqm marble, 
limestone tiles

REALM APARTMENTS - 2019 
Maxcon, $1.25 million 
400 apartments, stone benchtops 
18,000sqm all tile supply

KODO APARTMENTS - 2018 
Watpac, $500k 
180 Apartments, stone benchtops, 
12,000sqm all tile supply

WEST FRANKLIN APARTMENTS- 2018 
Build Environs – IJF  
400 apartments  -stone benchtop 
supply & tiles $700k

ADELAIDE AIRPORT HOTEL  - 2018 
Commercial Ceramics, $80k 
8000sqm tile supply

PULTENEY GRAMMAR SCHOOL - 
2018. Mossop Group, $180k 
1500sqm  granite paving    

APARTMENTS SOUTH TCE - 2017 
Build 29, $180k 
9000sqm tile supply

UNI SA - Outside ideas - 2017 
Granite paving supply, $60k

MELBOURNE
CITY RD APARTMENTS - 2018   
$100K , 7000sqm Tile supply

MERCER ST APARTMENTS - 2018   
$500K, benchtops, tiles

BRISBANE (Current)
ST PAULS APARTMENTS –  2019 
Maxcon, $300K  
12000sqm, tile supply

DARWIN
MOORARA TENNIS CENTER  - 2018 
Tile and porcelain sheet supply  $60k

DARWIN HOSPITAL - 2017  
Porcelain sheet supply $30k

HARBOUR VIEW PLAZA - 2017   

Toilet partitions  $26k

ADELAIDE
BOHEM APARTMENTS - 2017 
220 Apartments, benchtops, 
20,000sqm tiles, GRC planter boxes

B APARTMENTS - 2017 
Benchtop supply 

CONVENTION CENTRE - 2017 
Bluestone supply 

ADELAIDE MEDICAL NURSING 
SCHOOL - 2016 
Granite tile supply, 2,000sqm 

KINTORE AVE, Adelaide street 
upgrade - 2016, $250k granite work 
supply including water

VUE APARTMENTS - 2016 
180 apartments, benchtops 
Tiles 15,000 sqm

ERGO APARTMENTS  - 2015 
36 Apartments benchtops

ROYAL ADELAIDE HOSPITAL  - 
2014/15, 20,000 sqm

ZEN APARTMENTS - 2015 
36 Apartments benchtops 

50 FLINDERS STREET - 2014 + 2106

ADELAIDE CENTRAL PLAZA  
FOOD COURT - 2014 
Marble columns and cladding

CONVENTION CENTRE - 2014

ART APARTMENTS - 2014 
51 Apartments, benchtops 

MAYFAIR HOTEL - 2013/2014

ADELAIDE AIRPORT WATER FEATURE  
- 2013/2014

ST CLAIR SHOPPING CENTRE 
(Quartz Tiles) - 2013

PRUSZINSKI ARCHITECTS  
HEAD OFFICE  2013

GLO APARTMENTS 
24 Apartments, benchtops - 2012

ROWLAND APARTMENT 
88 Apartments, benchtops - 2011

PASADENA SHOPPING CENTRE 
(Quartz Tiles) - 2011

BEACHPOINTS APARTMENTS 
28 Apartments, benchtops - 2010

 
 
 

COMPLETED PROJECTS

For a complete projects list view our website amssurfaces.com.au
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Royal Adelaide 
Hospital

Natural Stone Limestone Tiles, Royal Adelaide Hospital
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Rundle Plaza

Limestone tiles, custom cut by Adelaide Marble Limestone tiles, custom cut by Adelaide Marble
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Adelaide Airport

Custom carved granite feature

BEST CIVIC PROJECT

WINNER
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Kintore Ave 
Anzac Memorial

planter boxes - custom crafted

ADELAIDE 
BLACK GRANITE. 
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Adelaide Black Granite, Planter Boxes

Tiffany & Co

Custom Limestone seating, Royal Adelaide Hospital
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Adelaide Central Plaza

Marble columns, custom manufactured in Adelaide Custom mosaics
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AMS Surfaces + Adelaide Marble

AMS Surfaces and Adelaide Marble partners display this logo

PORCELAIN
sheets

BRANDS

SERVICES

SLIP  
RESISTANCE

P3
R10

Technical

In Australia slip resistance is measured according to two different 

(but similar) standards depending on whether the surface is new 

or existing.  New pedestrian surfaces are tested in accordance with 

the current version of AS 4586 while existing pedestrian surface are 

tested in accordance with AS 4663. 

The standard for new pedestrian surfaces (AS 4586) provides a 

method for determining dry slip resistance (using a Floor Friction 

Tester) and a range of different methods for evaluating slip 

resistance in a wet condition (i.e. Pendulum, Wet/barefoot Ramp 

and Oil-wet Ramp).  Only one of these methods (Pendulum) can be 

used on a fixed (installed) surface and this method is documented 

within AS 4663 along with the method for the Floor Friction Tester 

which is also able to be used on site.

The various slip resistance test methods are described briefly below 

along with the pros and cons for each method.

Measurement of dry slip resistance.

Determination of dry slip resistance is of particular importance for 

smooth floors (e.g. polished granite or terrazzo) that are located in 

areas that would not normally become wet.  Such areas may include 

internal foyers, upper lift lobbies or shops inside shopping centres. 

The floor friction tester (known by acronym FFT or the popular 

marketing name of Tortus) is a portable self-powered mobile unit 

which measures the dynamic coefficient of friction between the 

surface and a standard rubber slider. The unit is about the size of 

an old fashioned VCR and basically includes a load cell, a friction 

foot fitted with a small rubber slider and a means of recording the 

coefficient of friction as the unit moves across the floor. 

The rubber slider within the FFT is conditioned on Grade P400 wet & 

dry abrasive paper before being run across the surface to be tested.  

As the unit moves across the floor a print out is produced which 

plots the coefficient of friction on chart paper.  On conclusion of the 

test run the unit calculates a mean reading for the test run. 

As the FFT unit is electronic it is a very sensitive unit which can 

differentiate between small changes in surface finish.  The compact 

nature of the unit makes the FFT unobtrusive and a versatile piece 

of equipment which can be used in small spaces.  The slip resistance 

of sloping surfaces can be determined by running the FFT up and 

down the slope and averaging out the results. 

The rubber slider used is a small disc only 9mm in diameter which 

means that the area of the surface tested is quite small and the 

results achieved may not be representative of the floor if testing 

locations and directions are not chosen carefully.  The slider also has 

difficulty in dealing with changes in surface profile which means it 

can become caught up by lippage from uneven tiles. 

There are only two classifications for dry slip resistance. The current 

standard for new pedestrian surfaces (AS 4586:2013) classifies a 

coefficient of friction of greater than or equal to 0.4 as class ‘D1’ 

which was previously classified as an ‘F’ in the earlier 2004 version 

of the standard. A coefficient of less than 0.4 is classified as class 

‘D0’ (previously classified as a ‘G’). Although the Standards Australia 

handbook HB198:2014 does not give a recommendation for ‘dry 

floors’ a D1 classification can be considered a suitable guideline.

Measurement of wet slip resistance.

As mentioned earlier, wet slip resistance can be measured by 

different methods depending on the surface and location. The 

Pendulum method could be considered the most versatile and 

relevant method for most pedestrian situations.

For full article and detailed images please visit: 

http://www.stonemtg.com.au/slip_understanding.html

Sealing and Maintaining - 
NATURAL STONE
Due to the porosity and characteristics of natural stone, specialized 

cleaning and sealing requirements are recommend to promote the 

longevity of the products in their applied form.

Sealing acts as a barrier, which is designed to prevent immediate 

penetration of liquids into the stone, providing an opportunity  to 

remove the substance, before it stains the stone.

Sealing may protect the stone from liquid penetration, but not 

completely protect the stone from etching. Etching is acidic liquids 

(as lemon juice, orange juice, tomato)-reacting to the stone (more 

prone in marble-which is softer in character)-eating away at the 

stone, creating dull spots. Effectively sealing the stone, and with 

careful maintenance, etching can be minimized.

Honing is the preferred finish for marble benchtops, as this assists in 

disguising scratches and marks. Honed marble may also be sealed.

Maintaining natural stone is easier if the product has been sealed.  

General cleaning using pH neutral cleaners  or mild detergent with 

warm water are the preferred products to use, with a microfibre 

cloth for drying. All spillages should be cleaned immediately by 

blotting the spill and flushing the area with water and mild soap 

and rinsing several times. Avoid applying heat (i.e items from ovens) 

directly onto the surface of natural stone. 

Prior to purchasing natural stone, please check the sealing and 

maintenance requirements of each product and patch test prior to 

sealing if necessary.

For detailed information please visit: amssurfaces.com.au

Understanding Slip 
Resistance - The Basics

Natural stone. 
Benchtops.
Porcelain  sheets.  
Tiles + Pavers.   
Engineered timber flooring.  
Brick + wall  cladding. 
Customisation.
Manufacturing. 

BALI
GREATEST STONE

Via  Emi l ia  Romagna ,  31  -  41049 Sassuo lo  (MO)  I ta ly
+39 0536 814  911  -  fax  +39  0536 814  921
cottodeste . i t  -  in fo@cottodeste . i t

PANARIAGROUP INDUSTRIE  CERAMICHE S .p .A .

FOLLOW US ON:

L A
B E L L E Z Z A
I N
C E R A M I C A



PHOTOGRAPHY  
John Kruger and Lyndon Stacy for 
AMS Surfaces. All other images 
supplied by partners. Strictly no 
reproducing imagery.

Disclaimer
AMS Surfaces Creative Concepts is a Collection Magazine and is designed to showcase the product range available, both what is in stock and what is available 
as a special order. Contact AMS Surfaces for further information on specific products and the sales representative will advise lead times for any special order 
products. Some photographs throughout the magazine depict items not supplied by AMS Surfaces, ie. some kitchen and bathroom fixtures. 

AMS Surfaces and Adelaide Marble are not liable for any incidents that may occur when using products in the applications shown in the magazine. All colour 
swatches are indicative only please use as a guide, they should not be used for final selection. See your retailer for colours available and products ordered 
should be chosen from physical samples in store current at the time of order and are subject to availability. All information and colours correct at time of 
printing March 2019. 
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Bluestone wall facing, 800x400mm
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